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1. Motivation
2. ATLAS experiment
3. Early physics: Z→ττ, W→τν
4. Taus in searches for:
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Large statistics already in the 




Signature for Higgs boson(s) 
discovery
Signature for SUSY discovery
Polarisation sensitive to SUSY 
parameters
Signature for “extra dimensions”
Why tau leptons are an important signature at 
LHC experiments
massive particles, EW interaction only
Yukava coupling to SUSY particles, 
free from QCD effects
production and decay well separated in 
time, potential for measurement of the 
polarisation, spin correlations, parity
excellent knowledge about decay modes 
from low-energy experiments
Ideal signature to probe “New Physics”
however ..... 
several decay modes possible
jet-like signature
difficult because of huge QCD bkg
Make it quite difficult for observing 
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Jets     ~1%
Muon Detectors: fast response 
for trigger, good p resolution 
Electromagnetic Calorimeters: 
excellent e/γ identification, 
E and angular resolution, 
response uniformity
Hadron Calorimeters: 
Good jet and ET miss 
performance
Inner Detector: high 





•Raw data = 320Mbyte/sec
(1TB/hour)
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Machine start up scenario
~ March 2007            - last LHC magnet installed
~ August 2007           – machine and experiments closed
~ November 2007      – first collisions (√s = 900 GeV, L~1029 cm-2s-1)
Commissioning run at injection energy until end 2007, then shutdown 
(3 months ?)
~ June 2008           - first collisions at √s=14 TeV (followed by first 
physics run), L~1032 cm-2s-1
Goal : deliver integrated luminosity of few fb-1 by end 2008 (with 50% 
efficiency of data taking)
LHC Magnets in place Inserting the Inner Detector
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First data: W→τν events
Prospects for taus with 10-100 
pb-1 at L~ 1031-32 over the first 
weeks of running:  extract signal 
from most abundant sources of τ
leptons as early as possible ?
requires a performant τ and ETmiss
trigger from the very start
Assuming eff ~ 80% for τ trigger, ~ 50% for τ reco/id  
It will be “counting” experiment: 
evidence in the NTrack spectrum.
Signal  x 10 and bgd x 100  with 
respect to 2 TeV collisions. 
Profit from low-luminosity operation
to trigger at lowest possible
thresholds (ET τ15i), raise ETmiss cut as
luminosity goes up.
Require QCD jet rejection of 103- 104
at 50% efficiency and pT ~ 20 GeV
Events exp in 100pb-1 vs N Tau tracks
preliminary
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First data: Z→ττ events
he_TTmasscut0200
Entries  531
Mean    92.74
RMS     21.04
Underflow       0
Overflow        0
 / ndf 2χ
 74.64 / 30
Prob   1.13e-05
Constant  2.90± 45.58 
Mean      0.89± 89.74 
Sigma    
 0.72± 16.15 









lep-had allrec TTmassphi cut 
<> ~ 90
σ ~ 16
Expect in 100pb-1 about 300 evt 
observed (e,μ) with 20% bgd 
possibility to loosen cuts? bb bkg 
still to be included/checked 
Z→ττ (lh)
preliminary
Sensitivity of the measured Z-mass  to 
the absolute energy scale on 
reconstructed missing energy: ± 10% 
variation on ETmiss results in shift of 
about 3% of the measured mass
Signal Z → ττ
Inclusive W → eν
Inclusive W → μν
top
Observation of Z->ττ events will be “easier”,  but  10x less events produced 
→ trigger on lepton (electron, muon)
→ use same-sign (lep,tau) events to control bgd for the signal events, 
which are opposite-sign
→ evidence in Ntrack spectrum and Mvis (lep-had) system
→ reconstruct invariant mass of the ττ system  (collinear approximation)
With 1031 luminosity, lower 
threshold on lepton and tau to 
15 GeV. Tighten selection to 
improve resolution of invariant 
mass. 
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Prospects for discovery of Standard Model Higgs boson 
MH(GeV)
5σ
Standard Model Higgs boson
(first few years of operation) qqH->qqττ (VBF)
• VBF ~20% of tot σ for mH<2mZ but 
event characteristics can be exploited to 
suppress large bkg
•about 5 σ sensitivity for Higgs mass 110-
140 GeV for 30fb-1
• combined results for l-l and l-h modes 
• better performance for l-h (mass 
resolution, efficiencies)
• gives access also to the measurement 
of the Higgs couplings: Hττ/HWWσ : 300-64 fb for MH=120-150 GeV
BR(H→ττ) ~ few %
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Vector Boson Fusion: H?ττ
Dominant 
backgrounds:
















σM ~ 11-12 GeV
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Prospects for discovery of MSSM Higgs boson 
Minimal Supersymmetric Standard Model
-> discovery modes for large and 
moderate tanβ
-> measurement of tanβ
Neutral H and A
- prod: gg->H/A and gg->bbH/A      
(for high tanβ)
- BR( H/A->ττ) ~ 10%
- BR( H/A->bb) ~ 90%
Charged Higgs
-prod: 
mH<mt: tt->Wb b H+-
mt>mt: gb?t H+-, gg(qq)?tb H+-,
qq?H+-
-decay modes: H+-->τν, H+--> tb for 
mH> mt
-BR(H± → τν) ~ 100% below tb
kinematical threshold
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Closer look at neutral H/A → ττ
mass resolution: 
below 15% in 
had-had mode
Backgrounds:
l-h: W+jets, Z+jets, tt, bb
h-h: W+jets, Z+jets, tt and 
QCD
the dominant bgd changes 
depending on the mA
The tau decays provide the cleanest signature 
for the heavy Higgs discovery at high mass (and 
relatively high tanβ)
Investigated all the final states (ll, lh, hh). All of 
them contribute (at different MA).
The associated production (bbA/H) provides 
additional rejection against the main 
backgrounds: Z+jet, W+jet, QCD (h-h only)
30 fb-1
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Closer look at charged H± → τν
→ only transverse mass can be 
reconstructed (as ν in final state) but 
mH can be obtained with likelihood 
method 
→100% tau polarisation enhances signal 
observability above bkg from W events
→ almost bgd free channel (tt,Wt)
Mass reconstruction
tanβ measurement
→ determination of tanβ by 
measuring of the rate in this channel
σ(gb→tH+-) x BR(H+-→τν) ~ tan2β
→ precision improves as the rate of 
H+-→τν improves with tanβ
→ final state: hadronic tau, 3 jets, ETmiss
gb→tH+
t→ jjb, H+ →τν
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If  large “extra dimensions” exist .....?
- In 2-Higgs Doublet Model of type II, 2HDM-II (MSSM)
- In Large Extra Dimensions can be enhanced by large number of
Kaluza-Klein states. Thus:
Bulk neutrino
- Measurement of the polarisation asymmetry 
can be used (A~func (model parameters))
-Observation of signal in mT distribution is not 
sufficient to distinguish between 2HDM and 
L.E.D.
fraction of E carried by the
charged track in 1P  decays
-The reconstruction of pπ/Ejet should determine 
the scenario: 2HDM or L.E.D.
- Further measurement of the asymmetry may 
provide a distinctive signature for L.E.D.
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Tau signatures important in much of the 
mSUGRA (minimal SuperGravity) parameter 
space, particularly at high tanβ (>10)
in mSUGRA R-parity conserved, all events 
contain 2 neutralinos escaping the detector ->
one can measure kinematic endpoints in invariant 
mass distributions rather than mass peaks
At some points in the parameter space (e.g. 
funnel) can only observe kinematic endpoints in τ
invariant mass distributions,    
Mmax = fn (masses involved SUSY particles) 
Only consider hadronic tau decays. No sharp 
edge because  of  ν, but end-point can still be 
measured.
Can use tau polarization measurement to 
further constrain the underlying SUSY model.
Interesting  prospects in SUSY events
4.9 fb-1
(98.3 GeV)
mm ττχ~ττ~χ~ 01102 ±± →→
4.2 fb-1





Can fit distorted distribution, 
and apply this MC fit to the 
reconstructed distribution
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Conclusions
Events with tau’s will be observed with the first data of LHC, excellent 
possibility to understand detector performance.
Identification of tau leptons will be the key for New Physics discovery:
SM Higgs in VBF production, H→ττ
MSSM Higgs, bbH/A , H/A→ττ
MSSM H+ in tt→H+b Wb, gb→bH+, H→τν
SUSY signatures with tau’s in final states
extra dimentions(?)… new theories(?)…
Polarisation measurements should be possible
Given large dynamic range of required observability in hadronic channel  
mandatory development of several dedicated algorithms for 
reconstruction and identification (see Fabien Tarrade talk).
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Backup Slides
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Vector Boson Fusion: H?ττ
A number of systematic effects need to be 
considered.
-uncertainties arise in the simulation of the 
level of the backgrounds. QCD Zjj events 
produced with M.E. calculations yield a higher 
contribution, by at least a factor of two relative 
to PYTHIA, to the final number of background 
events. 
-uncertainties in detector performance, such as  
tau-jet and lepton reconstruction efficiencies 
and rejection factors 
-other systematic errors relating to calibration, 
pileup effects, luminosity measurement,
With M.E. QCD Z+jet bkg estimation
30 fb-1
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H/A → ττ Systematic uncertainties
• Detector resolution: A worse resolution in the reconstruction of ETmiss results in a 
broader distribution of the reconstructed mass.  In order to estimate this effect, the 
mass window has been increased by 20%. The signal acceptance has been kept at the 
value of the standard analysis.
• Identification of the τ and b-jets: An efficiency of the tau-ID of 55% has been 
used. This values has been decrease to 40%, while the jet rejection values remain 
unchanged. The b-tagging efficiency has been lowered from eff = 0.7 to  0.6, while 
keeping the same rejection factors.
• Jet energy scale: The absolute jet energy scale at the ATLAS are estimated to be 
known with 3% accuracy. Therefore, all jet energies in the study have been raised by 
3% to estimate the effect of this uncertainty, which alters the acceptance due to the 
cuts of the transverse energy of jets used in the event selection.
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Closer look at charged H± → τν
Systematic uncertainties:
-the shape of the 
background 
-the background rate (known 
to 5%) 
-the energy scale -1% for 
jets and 0.1% for photons, 
electrons and muons. 
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Closer look at charged H± → τν
The main systematic error would come from the knowledge of 
the luminosity (+-10%.)
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Mass can be reconstructed                     
in collinear approximation
xτ =momentum fraction
carried by tau decay products
H?ττ
Wjj
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Last but not least: life-time  measurement
D. Cavalli & B. Osculati, 
ATL-PHYS-2000-014
The tau lepton lifetime:
289.4 ± 0.91(stat) ± 0.90 (syst) fs
(preliminary)    BABAR, SLAC-PUB-11317
290.9 ± 1.4 (stat) ± 1.0 (syst) fs
DELPHI, Nucl. Phys. Proc. Suppl. 144 (2005) 105
With ATLAS, use Z→ττ or W→τν events, three-prong decays,
Z→ ττ events:  → statistical error of 1.8fs, 
not competitive with other measurements
W→τν events: → statistical error of 0.25-0.35 fs, 
competitive with measurements at e+e- colliders
→ expect 780 000 hadronic tau-decay events for 30fb-1
→ not proven yet that systematic error can be kept under 
control
SLAC-PUB -11317
measurement compatible with 
universality assumptions
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Sugra models
Reminder:
Minimal Sugra (mSUGRA) has 4 parameters + a sign:
m0 : common scalar mass at GUT scale
m1/2: common gaugino mass at GUT scale
A: common trilinear Higgs sfermion-sfermion
coupling at GUT scale
tg β: ratio of the Higgs vacuum expectation values
sgn(μ): μ being the SUSY conserving Higgsino mass
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Tau decay modes
cτ ∼= 87μm, mτ=1.78 GeV/c2
Leptonical decays
τ−> e(μ) ν ν : ~ 35.2 %




τ −> ντ + π+/− + n(πο) : 49.5 %
3 prongs
τ −> ντ + 3π+/− + n(πο) : 15.2 %
“τ−jet” is produced
Quite often taus are produced in
pairs: 42% of final states
contains two “tau-jet”
•tau jets at LHC:
•very collimated
•90% of the energy is contained in a 
‘cone’ of radius R=0.2 around the jet 
direction for ET>50 GeV
•Low multiplicity
•One, three prongs
•Hadronic, EM energy deposition
•Charged pions
•Photons from πο
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L × R = 13.3m×2.25m
⏐η⏐≤3.2 (4.9)





L × R = 12.2m×4.25m




L × R = 25 (46) m×11m
γ-electrons, jets, Etmiss, σE⏐η⏐ coverage, b-tagging Inner Detector :Semiconductor Pixel and Strips
Straw Tube Tracking Detector (TRT)
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SM Higgs with mass below 200 GeV
If clean had-had channel observable, sensitivity to Higgs parity might be established
but which production process use to allow to trigger such events?  
BR(H→ττ) ~ few %
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SM Higgs production at LHC
Htt
gg fusion WW/ZZ fusion
associated ttH associated WH,ZH
















































HDECAY:                         
Djouadi, Spira et al.
fully hadronic final states dominate but
cannot be extracted from large QCD backgrounds
mH <  2 mZ :
H → γγ
ttH → l ν bb + X
H → Z Z*  → 4l
H → WW* → l ν l ν
WH → WWW* → l ν l ν l ν, l ± l ±ν ν jj
mH >  2 mZ :
Main channel is H → ZZ → 4l (gold-plated) 
H → ZZ → l l νν mH > 300 GeV
H → ZZ → l l j j             forward
H → WW → l ν j j             jet tag
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MSSM Higgs searches
• 2 CP-even neutral Higgs bosons h0, H0
• 1 CP-odd neutral Higgs boson A0
• 2 charged Higgs bosons H±
• free parameters tan β = υ1 / υ2
mA
Two Higgs Doublets with 5 physical states
tree level: mh ≤ mZ
mA ≤ mH
mW ≤ mH±
rad. corrected: mh < 130 GeV
many possible search channels @ LHC
h → γγ, tt h → tt bb,   H → Z Z (*) → 4l like SM
A/H → μμ, ττ, tt,   H± → τν, cs, tb
H → hh,   A   → Z h typical for
MSSM
A/H → χ02 χ02
χ02     → h χ01
if SUSY particles
accessible
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F. Gianotti, ICHEP06, 
Moscow, 02/08/2 06
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F. Gianotti, ICHEP06, 
Moscow, 02/08/2006
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Experimental conditions
Proton-Proton collisions @ 14 TeV
Luminosity:
First run in 2007 at 900 GeV
First run @ 14 TeV in 2008, luminosity increasing to reach 
~1033cm-2s-1 “low luminosity” phase 
=> ~ 30 fb-1 between 2008 and 2010/2011
~1034cm-2s-1 “high luminosity” phase
=> ~300 fb-1 by 2014/2015
Pile-up: ~ 2 (low luminosity) to 20 (high luminosity) pp interactions 
(“minimum bias”) per bunch crossing (every 25 ns)
Trigger to go from 40 MHz interaction rate to ~200Hz to disk for
offline analysis
